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Engineering Proteins for Stability and 
Efficient Folding 

Bernhard Schimmele and Andreas P/Uckthun 

39.1 

Introduction 

The industrial, biotechnological, and medical applications of 
limited by an insufficient protein stability or related pr<)b],ems. 

that proteins be produced on a large scale and remain stable 
to fulfill their functions for a reasonable length of time, often under harsh 

conditions. However, natural proteins are typically only marginally and it is 
thus a major challenge for protein engineers to and folding effi-
ciency. The approaches that have been employed to achieve this goal 
are rational design, semi-rational based on sequence comparisons, and 
the methods of directed protein evolution. these methods are not mutu-
ally exclusive and can be combined to solve problems. All studies employ-
ing these methods have revealed rules for protein engineering and at 
the same time shed light on the and mechanisms responsible for the 
folding and stability of proteins. Recent advances in stability engineering have 
demonstrated that merely small in a protein sequence can have 
profound effects on its biophysical The major challenge is therefore 
to correctly identify and these shortcomings. It is the goal of this chapter 
to summarize the biophysical principles and technological approaches useful in 
improving the biophysical properties of proteins through sequence modification. 

Considering the enormous array of technologies involved in this endeavor, 
ing from computer to selection technologies, it is not possible to 
detailed in this chapter; instead, we will the reader 
to the cited literature. 

39.2 

Kinetic and Thermodynamic Aspects of Natural Proteins 

39.2.1 

The Stability of Natural Proteins 

Evolution does not per se provide proteins with stability. In fact, stability is 
just one of many evolutionary constraints on proteins. Proteins have to fold to a 
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defined structure with adequate yield in a reasonable time and then have to be just 
stable enough to perform their function over a certain period. There is no evolu
tionary incentive to make a protein any "better" than what is needed to fulfill its 
cellular functions. In contrast, the use of a protein in a formulation at high concen-
tration, its prolonged activity at 37 oc, and its expression and cntst<llliza-
tion, to name a few may put far demands on the protein 
than its natural environment. the natural sequence may not be able to pro-
vide these properties, but a mutant sequence may. 

Proteins exist and have evolved in order to fulfill a given and evolution 
drives the structural properties of a mainly towards increased functionality 
[1]. In fact, most are only marginally stable, with t:lGro!ding in the range of 
-20 to -60 kJ mol- 1. It is still a matter of debate whether this marginal is 
actually a feature," e.g., to allow degradation at a certain rate, whether it is 
caused the selection pressure towards higher functionality that may not be com
patible with high stability, or whether it is just a side effect of the lack of selection 
for stability. Function is often linked to structural in certain 

of a protein. Lower stability as a result of this higher local structural fl.exi-
might therefore represent an adaptation to increased functionality 

If this were generally true, however, stability engineering would fail in most cases, 
as it would not be able to reconcile stability with preserved protein function. An 
alternative, more optimistic view for the protein engineer is that marginal stability 
can be as a result of drift [3J. In other words, lower stability is 
not but it simply does not matter, that function is maintained. 
Random mutations during evolution are more likely to destabilize the 
structure of a given protein sequence than to stabilize it or be neutral. 
However, as long as this stability decrease is not sufficient to render the protein 
nonfunctional, these destabilizing mutations are likely to accumulate in the se-
quence. This has also been referred to as "sequence entropy" 14]. As a 
consequence, engineering could be interpreted as the art of identifying 
these unfavorable mutations in order to reestablish a more stable sequence. 

The concept discussed above also sets the basis for the consensus to 
stability engineering, which is discussed in Section 39.3.1 Based on the physical 
pnncipl<eS of protein and a structure-based analysis of the interactions be
tween amino acid residues, rational design can give hints as to which residues 
need to be altered to achieve a desired and this is discussed in Section 
39.3.2. The third focus will be set on the methods of directed evolution, which 
mimic the mechanisms of Darwinian evolution to evolve proteins with enhanced 
folding and stability properties Section 39.4). 

39.2.2 

Different Kinds of "Stability" 

Before discussing in detail different for rendering a more stable, 
it is worth taking a closer look at some basic features associated with protein stabil-

and folding The term itself is rather vague, and its 
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meaning has often been adapted on the problem being addressed. This 
leads to different definitions of " We will now briefly analyze the defini-
tions and differences between kinetic, and thermal stability, as 
well as folding which is also sometimes discussed in this context. Even 
though these are interconnected. are not equivalent. This has im-
portant implications for protein as it is difficult to predict in advance 
how a mutation will influence each of these properties. These influences will 
in fact be different for any protein under investigation according to the free ener-

of the native and unfolded states and the folding intermediates, as well as the 
folding and the respective rate constants. 

39.2.2.1 Thermodynamic Stability 
Thennody11arni<:s describes the global unfolding behavior of The corre
sp•Dn•ctirlg tl~er.modV1'W1nic stability i'.G describes the differences between the free en-

of the native (N) and the unfolded (U) states. Importantly, 6.G is an 
rium property for a reaction involving two or more states. The model of 
an unfolding reaction is the equilibrium of a two-state reaction: 

N U 

where kunfolding and krolding are the rate constants of the respective unfolding and 
folding reactions. As a consequence, values for .0.G can be deduced only if the 
described process is fully reversible and no intermediate states are populated to a 
significant extent, unless they are known and measured . .0.G describes to 
what degree the two states are temperature according to 

1'1Gunfolding = ~RT InK ( 1) 

where K is the constant of the unfolding process. The treatment of ex-
perimental data is much in such a model, as stability is affected only by 
the free of the folded and unfolded states. Because 6.G also an 
overall measure of all contributions of interactions upon pro-
tein it is a convenient quantity for comparing the energetic effects of sin-

amino acid in a given folded structure. Because of the great sci-
entific interest in deducing the principles of protein folding on a quantitative basis, 
many studies have been carried out with carefully selected model systems in which 
these strict that allow the determination of 6.G are fulfilled. More-
over, 1lG represents an intrinsic quantity, at a given temperature in a 
that is independent of the experimental setup and therefore reproducible in any 
case. The major problem in such studies, however, is confirmation that the 
observed transition can in fact be described as a fully reversible process, and 
denaturant-induced transition data alone are ofi:en not sufficient to allow reliable 
judgment. Only if data derived from measurements on the basis of different spec-
tral probes (or better yet. additionally differential calorimetry, yielding 
the model-independent enthalpy of agree with each other are 
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the deduced ~G values likely to be correct. Nevertheless, many useful conclusions 
can be drawn about the effects of mutations even if these strict requirements can
not be completely fulfilled in all cases. 

Another fact complicates the use of ~Gas a measure for protein stability. 
as a result of the fact that the hydrophobic effect is the major force of pro
tein [5], ~G itself is a characteristic, curved function of temperature. It is 
defined as 

T~S(T) ~RT InK (2) 

emphasizing especially that the enthalpy change LlH is itself a function of temper-
ature. This change of ~H with T can be described the heat change 

(i"~~(T)) cT 1' 

Although often the temperature dependence of ~G should thus not be left 
out of the account if one is dealing with the stability engineering of proteins. The 

heat change upon the transfer of nonpolar solutes to water, which is 
the basis of the hydrophobic effect, results in a curved function of ~G versus tem
perature. using the definition of ~G can be approximated as a function of 
T, the melting temperature T,, the enthalpy at T, ~H(T,), and ~Cw 

T 
~H(T,,) (4) 

If is plotted as a function ofT, the curve increases at low temperatures and 
decreases at temperatures (Figure 39.1 ). The temperature at which folded and 
unfolded states are equally populated, and thus ~G 0, is called the melting tem
perature T"'. 

The respective curvature of ~G versus temperature is strongly dependent on 
of heat capacity upon unfolding. A mutation may change 
and Tm in any combination, thereby altering the shape and the posi

tion of this curve. Higher thermodynamic stability at a given temperature (LlG(T)) 
can thus be e.g., an upshift of this curve with constant maximum. 
Right-shifting of the curve will decrease ~G at lower temperatures but increase it 
at higher temperatures, which goes with an increase of Tm. Flattening of the 
curve due to a lower of heat upon unfolding may cause lower ther-
modynamic stability at most temperatures, even though T, is increased. 

These considerations contain important implications for the analysis of engi
neered mutants. First, a measured decrease of ~G at a certain temperature does 
not necessarily mean that at higher temperatures the thermodynamic stability 
might not have been increased. Second, determining the change no con
clusions can be drawn about a potential change of the melting temperature T,.. 
While they arc typically a low ~Gat a given temperature does not necessar-
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Fig. 39.1. The complex relationship between curve upshift (· ·--·····). Right-shifting the 
the melting temperature and the free energy curved function (----) results in a right-
of folding. Schematic representations of the shift of the maximum of the D.GN function as 
free energy difference between the folded and well as in a shift of the melting temperature Tm 
unfolded states of a protein, D.GN, as a towards higher temperatures (T,n'). If the D.GN 
function of temperature, T. A typical protein function is flattened because of a small D.Cv 
is shown in curve l (---).The shape (----),a higher melting temperature (Tm.") 
of this curve changes if a mutation affects can result, even though the thermodynamic 
D.Cp, D.H(Tm). andfor Tm of the protein. In stability is actually decreased over a broad 
the examples shown, not one but several temperature range. All depicted curves 
of these parameters are Higher represent extreme cases, and typically a 
thermodynamic stability at a given temperature combination of the described alterations will 
can phenomenologically be the result of a occur upon mutating a protein. 

ily mean that T, will be decreased. T"' and D.G must therefore be as dif
ferent properties. It should also be recalled that thermodynamic parameters, while 
easily reproduced, no information about how long it will take until equilib
rium is reached or, in the case of a nonreversible reaction, until a certain fraction 
of proteins is inactivated. Thus, thermodynamic does not necessarily pro
vide information about whether a protein will meet the stability for 
an intended application. 

Tm itself often serves as a measure of stability, more of thermal 
In the literature, the "thermal stability" is used with dif-

ferent meanings. In the described case, it represents the 
reversible process. However, a complete thermodynamic of the vast major
ity of proteins is not possible, because either intermediate folding states are popu
lated or folding in the absence of denaturants that solubilize the unfolded state is 
not a fully reversible process. As will be discussed in the following section, thermal 
stability can nevertheless serve as a very means of describing sta
bility, defined either as the transition temperature of an irreversible process or as 
the half-life of a protein under a set of conditions. 

39.2.2.2 Kinetic Stability 
In most cases, outside the biophysical research lab, unfolding is an irre
versible reaction. Initially, the aggregation of unfolded molecules or of folding in
termediates prevent the back-reaction of and this is followed, after pro-
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longed times at 
proteolysis. In a 

temperature, by chemical inactivation or, in 
model, kinetic inactivation can be described as 

N u X 

As discussed in the Introduction, one evolutionary constraint on proteins is that 
their three-dimensional structure remains viable for a certain period of time. In 
the case of non-equilibrium conditions and irreversible reactions, reaction kinetics 
becomes the parameter. The folded state can resist temperatures 
for a time if either the rate constant of inactivation or the rate 
constant of is sufficiently low. The rate constants are determined by the 
free energy of activation, e.g., the difference in energy between the folded state and 
the transition state of unfolding. Proteins can thus be stabilized by in
"''"""'·"o this activation barrier. 

This kinetic stability is different in some crucial aspects from the thermo-
dynamic stability mentioned above. Engineering of for enhanced 
has to deal with both aspects. The best mutations for enhancing kinetic stabil-
ity will not be the best mutations for enhancing 
stability, and not every mutation that increases thermodynamic will auto-
matically have a positive effect on half-life. 

Kinetic stabilization is a common theme in nature, and there are several indica
tions that many proteins from thermophilic organisms are indeed stabilized kineti-

rather than thermodynamically [ 6, 7]. Another example is that of 
from the coats of viruses and phages that have to protect their genetic ma

terial under very adverse conditions [8]. In extreme cases the native state of a pro
tein can even be less stable than its denatured state. but the native fold can still be 
kinetically and large kinetic barriers can provide the protein 
with an long half-life [9]. 

There are different ways of and determining kinetic Even if 
the reaction proceeds in an irreversible way, a practical curve" can still be 
deltermJne,c!, and the observed transition is cooperative. TI1e midpoint of this tran-
sition can serve as a means to compare the thermal resistance of different 

variants. one can use the half-life of the protein at a 
temperature as an means of stability. However, one has to be aware that 
this will not reflect equilibrium conditions. The observed values are kinetic 
values and thus are not independent of the exact experimental conditions, such as 
the protein concentration, the rate, etc. A more thorough of ki
netic stabilization must include kinetic measurements to determine the respective 
untol·dintg rates at different temperatures [10, llj. 

For medical applications, proteins have to fulfill defined 
requirements such as the absence of in the formulation 

used, long-term stability, and prolonged activity at 37 'C. The mere analysis of ther
modynamic and kinetic parameters under defined reaction conditions in vitro is 
not always a reliable indicator of protein behavior under in vivo conditions. Mech
anisms other than the intrinsic properties of the protein, such as or ag-
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gregation with other can affect half-life. For utility, the half-life 
can therefore also be determined by measuring the percentage of molecules that 
retain their function after incubation under the conditions, e.g., in hu-
man serum at 37 "C for several days [12]. 

39.2.2.3 Folding Efficiency 
A different issue of kinetics is related not to unfolding but to the folding of the pro
tein in vivo. More the is, which percentage of a will 
actually fold to the native state, as opposed to going to misfolded states, soluble ag-
gregates, or inclusion bodies? Even though the in vivo is not di-
rectly related to correlations can often be observed Additionally, the 
etticit~nc:y of folding in vivo is the predominant factor influencing 

ex1nession yield and is therefore also crucial for production of func-
intact proteins. Importantly, many mammalian proteins with a high poten-

tial for medical applications, those secreted or expressed on the cell sur-
can rely on the complex machinery of the eukaryotic cell to reach their 

final native state, and the secretory quality-control system cells allows 
discrimination of proteins by their folding behavior [ 14]. Moreover, usually do 
not need to be in high amounts in their native context. The 
re,;ulting lack of selection pressure on their of folding during evolution is 
likely to be one of the causes for the difficulties often observed when attempting 
their overexpression. Unfortunately, these tend to be the proteins of greatest 
macological utility. 

Despite the fact that underlies folding the ki-
netic partitiOning mto folding or aggregation is influenced many dif-
ferent factors. For illustrative purposes, we can again describe this by a very simple 
scheme: 

N 
u 

Agg 

Folding intermediates are often the source of aggregation, and the overall folding 
efficiency will therefore mainly on the nature of these intermediates. This 
includes the free energy of the folding intermediates as well as their 
half-lives and any efficient pathways to aggregation. In vivo. the situation becomes 
much more as additional parameters such as interactions with cellular 
components and chaperones or degradation host cell proteases come into play. 
The final output of a properly folded will therefore depend on all of these 
kinetic competitions [15]. Protein in the bacterial cytoplasm in many 
cases shows correlations between soluble expression yield and sta-
bility of the protein Additional complications can arise from transport 
steps. For the of proteins in the of E. coli is depen-
dent on the transport of the polypeptide chain the inner membrane, 
and the folding yield is subsequently influenced and aggregation 
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reaction in the space as well as interactions with periplasmic fac-
tors such as and proteases. In some cases, mutations that show posi-
tive effects on in vivo folding yield have no influence on the overall of the 

[18]. Conversely, mutations that increase thcnnLodyn~lmic 
sometimes result in lower yields [19]. Nevertheless, many mutations act 
synergistically on both because they are to reduce the free energy 
of the folded state as well as the free energy of folding intermediates and thereby 
lower the energetic activation barrier to folding 

39.3 

The Engineering Approach 

39.3.1 
Consensus Strategies 

39.3.1.1 Principles 
As discussed in the preceding sections, marginal stability is likely to be a 
side effect of "sequence entropy" natural evolution, because the 
major force of evolution is selection towards an enhanced func-
tional property, while stability has to be maintained at only a minimum level to 
secure function. Mutations are to occur in a random fashion this pro
cess; the probability that a mutation will have a stabilizing effect on the protein is 
very low, whereas the probability that the mutation will have destabilizing effects is 
ve1y high. However, as long as the remaining amino acid sequence is still able to 
fold into a structure and the overall domain does not fall below a cer
tain threshold, the resulting protein sequences will not be eliminated during the 
course of evolution [20]. Destabilizing mutations are therefore often 
neutral and thus accumulate in a sequence. The same should also 
be for folding efficiencies. Most proteins are not needed at concentra
tions or may even become harmful to the organism in such a case. Similar to 
stability, folding yield is neutral, provided that the minimum level for 
cellular function is maintained. 

This sets the basis for a semi-rational approach to protein stabilization, which is 
called the consensus approach [21] and is based on sequence statistics. Because 
mutations occur the distribution of amino acids at a given in a 
set of homologous proteins can be in a very crude by 
Boltzmanns law. The consensus approach assumes that at a specific in a 
sequence alignment of proteins, the contribution of the 
consensus amino acid to the of the protein is on average higher than the 
contribution of any non-consensus amino acid. Replacement of all non-consensus 
amino acids in a sequence the respective consensus amino acid should there
fore increase the overall stability of the protein. Obvious of the consen
sus approach are that it is comparatively and is not strictly dependent on 
structural information at high resolution. 
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The for a non-biased consensus is the availability of se-
quences to the protein under investigation. The number of sequences 
should be to make the sequence statistics reliable and to exclude bias 
in the resulting consensus sequences. 39.2 shows an alignment of homolo
gous sequences of single repeat modules, the smallest structural entity of a class of 
proteins known as leucine-rich repeat (LRR) Because the length of these 
modules varies among the different classes of LRR influencing their 
topology - only repeat modules of a of 24 amino acid residues have been 
used for this alignment. The probability of each amino acid occurring at a given 
position is calculated to derive a consensus sequence, the most fre-
quently occurring amino acid residue at each The distribution of residues 
at each position can provide information on forbidden residues and al-
lows weighing the consensus with respect to In most cases, the consen-
sus will contain the residues important for the structure of the proteins. 
In the case of an enzyme family. it will also include the "functional" residues, i.e., 
those of the active site. In the case of binding proteins. such as antibodies or repeat 
IJllneiu~, the "functional" residues (those involved in binding) are not conserved 
but are different for each individual molecule, which has to adapt to its target. 

rul.llU'Ltld,u at first no sophisticated structural analysis seems to be ltlJWteu, 

this is true in the of cases, where a single family of related sequences 
can be consensus. Frequently, multiple families have 
em.er!5ed that use solutions of packing. A good example is 
that of antibodies for which consensus building has been very 
fruitful over all families would simply yield the consensus of the 

if are equally represented. may result in mutu-
structural can be very helpful in decid-

"a•veragin~('' of different sequence families is permissible or not. 
mter<tCtJng re~tuu.e~, a simple averaging may lead to in

compatible pairs; these residues should be only as groups. The 
danger of disrupting these interactions by substitutions with consensus residues is 
especially high in cases where a very broad set of sequences is used for the align
ment. To minimize this risk, the sequence statistics can be extended by analysis 
of covariance in order to derive probabilities that describe the occurrence of 
amino acid residues at two defined positions As above. before deriv
ing a consensus, the aligned sequences can be divided into subclasses, which are 

to contain interacting pairs or groups of residues. Certain variations of resi
dues involved in salt bridges, distinct hydrogen-bonding patterns, or of the 
hydrophobic core are characterized by complementary between these sub-
classes. with mutations to a certain residue at one position by a 
mutation to a complementary residue at another position_ The subclasses can be 
built either by being based on sequence homology alone or by including structural 
information if available. Even though the definition of these subclasses is always 
der)ende11t on the homology cutoff set by the investigator, a simple de:nd1roi2:ra1n 
analysis can be used to group the complete set of sequences into distinct families. 
Additionally, the consensus sequence of each family separately, fol-
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sequence alignment 

Position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Sequence 1 s L v s v N L R 
Sequence~ K L A R L 0 L T 
Soquonce3 s L a I L 0 c s 
Sequence4 A L T T L 0 A s 

... 
Sequence x R v L s L N L s 

consensus building 

Posit ion 1 4 

Consensus s R E 

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
M N K F S G I v p E s F G K L K 
s N R L 0 K L p p 0 p I F A R S 
F N R I V A F K w a e L a H F p 
F N E L v A L s p G T l. 0 G L s 

... 
s s G L T G I I A A A I Q N L T 

9 1 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
N K I S S L P P G A F S G L P 

frequency 

0-200.4 

C residue variability 
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frequency(%).., Position 2 

, . .. 
,. 

,. 
0(KMH TS N 00ACP'VI\.Nt-YW 

d modified consensus 

variability 140 

120 

100 

80 

60 

40 

20 

0 

:: Position 4 

" 
,, 
" 

Ot.KAHTIHQOAC,.Yil M tY W 

variability 

> 90 
60 . 90 
30·80 

Consensus 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

S N · K - SS 

20 21 22 23 24 

S G L P 

Fig. 39.2. Example of the analysis for deriving 

and analyzing a consensus sequence. (a) From 

a sequence alignment o f 3077 sequences of 24 
amino acid LRR motifs of the Pfam database 

(http:ffwww.sanger.ac.ukfSoftware/Pfam/), the 

relative f requencies of amino acid residues at 

each posit ion are calculated. (b) Based on the 

relative frequencies calculated from the 

alignment , a consensus sequence can be 
derived representing the most frequently 
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lowed by a comparison of these consensus sequences, distinct structural features 
of each group can be recognized in some cases. 

The consensus concept has been applied successfully to a large variety of pro
teins and structural motifs to date. Important lessons for an effective application 
of the consensus approach can be learned from these studies, and we will therefore 
give a few examples to briefly discuss some of the advantages and limitations of 
the method. 

39.3.1.2 Examples 

There is always the concern that the stabilizing and destabilizing effects of intro
duced mutations will counterbalance each other and that the overall change in pro
tein stability will be small. Steipe et al. [201 applied the method for the first time on 
immunoglobulin VL domains and predicted 10 potentially stabilizing mutations. 
Six mutations were indeed stabilizing, three had no effect, and one was destabiliz
ing. When applied to GroEL mini-chaperones, 34 predicted amino acid replace
ments were individually checked, out of which 13 were stabilizing, five showed no 
effect, and 16 were destabilizing [241. Lehmann et al. [25] extended the approach to 
an entire protein. In a first set of experiments, 13 homologous sequences of a fun
gal phytase were used to build the consensus, and the resulting consensus enzyme 
showed an increase of 15-22 degrees in unfolding temperature and an increase of 
the temperature optimum for catalysis of 16-26 degrees compared with each of its 
parents. In a second set of experiments, additional mutations were predicted by 
simply adding more sequences to the alignment. By checking the effects of the in
dividual mutations on thermal stability and combining mutations with positive 
effects, the unfolding temperature could be increased by an additional 21 degrees 
to 90 oc. No loss of catalytic activity of the enzyme was observed in any case. This 
work showed that the number of sequences used for the alignment is indeed an 

occurring residue at each position. The color 
code is given on the right hand side of the 
panel. Residues occurring in more than 80% of 
all sequences at the respective position are 
colored in red. Based on these values, 
consensus sequences with a given homology 
threshold can be derived (not shown), i.e., with 
a higher threshold, more positions will be 
"undefined." (c) Preferences at a given 
position are reflected not only by the absolute 
frequency but also by the total number of 
different amino acid types occurring at each 
position (residue variability). As an example, 
the relative frequencies of each amino acid are 
shown for the highly conserved position 2 and 
the highly variable position 4. By plotting the 
relative frequencies of amino acids at a 
particular position, preferences for certain 

amino acid types as well as "forbidden" 
residues can be identified. At position 2, a 
strong preference for leucine can be observed, 
and the occurrence of other residues is 
restricted mostly to hydrophobic side chains. 
At position 4, all residues are "allowed" 
except for proline, which is "disallowed" due 
to secondary structure propensity reasons. (d) 
By normalizing the relative frequency of the 
consensus ami~o acid with the number of 
"allowed" residues at a given position, a 
modified consensus sequence can be deduced. 
The variability Vis calculated according to 
V = 100 x NfF, where N is the total number 
of different residue types occurring at each 
position and F is the frequency of the most 
frequent residue in percentage. 
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important factor because it might help to ambiguous positions. In addi-
tion. the observed large increase in thermal could not be attributed to the 
effect of one amino acid substitution but rather to the synergistic effects of 
many 

Even though these and other studies show clearly that the consensus approach 
allows one to mutations with a rather success rate in a 
rapid way, the effect of each mutation carries some and it is 

that some may contribute effects that can counterbalance the 
sta.bilizing ones. HoweveL the effects of mutations were often found to 
be additive. Therefore, instead of each mutation individually, it is often 
useful to combine groups of "rather certain" mutations and others that are more 

The application of the consensus concept to families of repeat proteins [23, 26-
28] represents, in some respects, a special case due to a number of favorable 
features. It can nevertheless illustrate the importance of some of the 
approach. The non-globular fold of repeat proteins consists of re):leated 
20-40 amino acids. Several results indicate that consensus repeat 
indeed much more stable than natural repeat proteins [29, 30]. Repeat 
might represent an extreme case in which the principles of the consensus approach 
become very apparent. The structural entities repeat modules) are small and 
thus each contributes several repeats to the the number of avail-
able sequences becomes very large with other proteins. 
Therefore, a consensus sequence for a single repeat module can be assigned 
and ambiguous will occur with lower frequency in the statistical output 

39.2). In addition, interactions that are present within or between several 
repeats will add to the free energy of folding multiple times, while problem spots 
would equally be potentiated. Therefore, effects on stability are likely to be consec

added by introducing additional modules to the array. Even though more-
detailed are still needed, initial results some of the struchlral rea-

arrangement of structural motifs rise to a more regular 
H-bonding pattern with a number of inter- and H bonds [30J. 
Loop insertions in natural repeat that are likely to result in more flexible 
local regions are removed, thereby local centers of In the 
left-handed helical and disallowed of the Ramachandran plot. resi-
dues are present in the consensus while are avoided in other 

where their flexibility is not needed and may be harmful to 
stability. 

39.3.2 

Structure-based Engineering 

Structure-based engineering relies on a detailed analysis of 3D structures, followed 
by site-directed mutagenesis. We avoid the term "rationaf' engineering, as would 
elicit of perfect predictability and implicitly suggest that all other ap-
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proaches are free of reasoning. In structure-based positions 
have to be identified at which suboptimal amino acids in the original sequences 
lead to a loss of Subsequently it needs to be which amino acids 
should be introduced as a replacement. The ah initio of protein struc-
ture, however, is still not a feasible task due to the multitude of potential interac
tions within the protein and between and solvent, which leads to an ex-
tremely high number of conformations and intermediates of similar 
energy (31]. Hence, a for structure-based engineering is, next to exper-
imentally determined structures, the existence of a large data-
set within a group of structural homologues that can be used as a basis for predic
tions. structures are necessary to allow the estimation of possible 
coJ:lfClrn1atior1al, energ;etic, and steric influences upon of particular 
amino acid side chains and can thus help to avoid unfavorable strain in the result-

mutants. Because of the present efforts in the field of structural genomics, 
these structure-based are to become even more important in the 
future. With this structural information in hand, the goal of designing more stable 
variants is then to pinpoint regions and positions associated with 
ble stability defects and to subsequently find a better solution to the problem. In 
contrast, semi-rational approaches like the previously discussed consensus concept 
are rather crude methods for introducing stabilizing features. Structural and ener-

can be used to reexamine the the consensus 
appr<lach and to fine-tune the system to reintroduce structural features that might 
have been lost in the averaging process. 

Proteins of hyperthermophilic have been of special interest for exam-
ining the structural mechanisms of thermostabilization and have been contem-
plated as guides for the of "problem" proteins for better properties. 
From a point of view, the basis of increased thermostability is 
frequently set by a flattened AG-versus-T curve that is due to a smaller change of 
heat upon unfolding (Figure 39.1) or a kinetic stabilization that is due 
to a strong decrease in the rate of unfolding. The crucial question is, however, what 
the molecular differences are that these their favorable properties. 
Genome-wide comparisons benveen hyperthermophilic and mesophilic OifprliSJTIS 
with respect to amino acid did not yield any obvious common rules of 
how these effects are achieved Therefore, hope was placed on the in<:reasing 
number of high-resolution structure comparisons of thermophilic pro-
teins with their mesophilic counterparts. While they provided a more differentiated 
picture, a rule still could not be derived. A few 
are often to provide considerably sta.bil.izing 
of many small contributions, none of them dramatic by may be the usual 
case. Moreover, rather than relying on one universal strategy. nature utilizes a vari-
ety of strategies for the thermal adaptation [ 33]. In fact the list of stabi-
lizing structural features in proteins reflects the diverse 
pies of protein stability and that protein engineers try to and that 
will be discussed in this section. High-resolution structures of thermophilic pro
teins can thus provide a detailed view of how nature these principles 
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to create of higher stability However, the lack of a unifying "rule" 
and the multitude of strategies nature uses provide an important lesson for protein 

Depending on the under investigation, the strategy of choice 
can be different, and even for a protein there may be more than one optimal 
solution to the Before choosing from the available set of strategies, the 
focus should therefore be on identifying potential "weak points" responsible for 
stability defects in a protein structure. 

We will now discuss some structural features associated with protein stability as 
well as for altering these features towards more favorable biophysical 

list of course no claim to completeness but should point 
out some important principles. Any in a given sequence may have 
multiple effects on protein and destabilizing effects can often outweigh 
the stabilizing ones. An assessment of potential effects is therefore 
cruciaL Wherever references are made to the different forms of"stability" 
discussed in the Introduction. In the case study at the end of this section, 
an example will be given to demonstrate how consensus approaches and structural 
analysis can be combined to yield useful results. 

39.3.2.1 Entropic Stabilization 

An obvious strategy for increasing the difference between the folded 
and unfolded states, and thus the thermodynamic stability, is to decrease the en
tropy of the unfolded state. The underlying concept is to decrease the flexibility of 
the polypeptide chain. usually by introducing an additional intrachain linkage. 
Such enlropic stabilization has become a common strategy for protein engineers. 
The prerequisite for success is that the mutations the unfolded 
less flexible do not introduce unfavorable strain in the folded three-dimensional 
structure or result in any steric incompatibilities 
ways to achieve an entropic stabilization. 

We now discuss several 

Introduction of Disulfide Bridges The introduction of additional disulfide bridges 
is a straightforward way of establishing an intrachain to reduce the entropy 
of the unfolded state The magnitude of the effect is thought, as a 
crude to be proportional to the of the number of resi-
dues between the two bridged cysteines The distance between the res-
idues to be with cysteines has to be evaluated with care in the model of 
the folded protein in order to prevent of the native structure upon 
formation of the disulfide It should be noted, however, that the en<~rg,etic 
effect of additional disulfide is not only entropic but also of a far more 
complex nature, giving rise to as well as enthalpic contributions to the 
change in the free energy of folding 40]. For example, an additional decrease 
in the free energy of can result from the reduced solvation energy of the 
unfolded state In contrast, a reduced solvation energy of the folded state 

effect while residual structure in the denatured state 
would the equilibrium to the side of the folded protein. Because the 
disulfide bond itself is hydrophobic in nature, it is often engineered into the inte-
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rior of the protein. TI1is is not an easy task as it can negatively affect core fld'~"lllll4· 

Even though there are several examples of successful protein stabilization by intro
ducing artificial disulfide [41. 42], the complex effects can also 
cause a destabilization of the protein [ 43]. Furthermore. the introduction of addi-
tional often results in a rather drastic decrease in folding be-
cause incorrect and intermolecular disulfide formation can remove portions 
of protein aggregation. Since disulfide formation does not occur in 
the cytoplasm, secretion to the bacterial periplasm or to the ER is re-

for functional expression. usually associated with lower yields than for the 
production of cytoplasmic Alternatively, if the protein is produced by re
folding, redox conditions have to be adjusted, which can be difficult if the native 
protein also contains free cy~;teJcne·s. 

Circularization An alternative approach with the same underlying concept is the 
circularization of by fixing the loose N-and C-termini via a peptide bond. 
In addition to the en tropic effect, the fixing of the loose ends can prevent local un
folding events at the termini and thereby kinetically stabilize the native 
structure. With the discovery which mediate protein-splicing reactions, a 
tool that allows the directed formation of peptide bonds between ends fused to dif
ferent parts of the intein became available. Intein-mediated protein has 
been used to covalently link the termini of /1-lactamase, a that is eSJ)eciallly 
amenable to this strategy due to the dose proximity of its N-and C-termini [44]. In 
accordance with theory, the thermal stability of the protein was enhanced 
by about 6 degrees, from 45 cc to 51 oc. For circularized DHFR an increased 
half-life at elevated temperature was observed. The dose proximity of the termini is 
of course a prerequisite for this procedure, and the stabilizing effect is likely to be
come marginal if the loose ends are linked via long unstmctured loops. Similar 
to the situation upon introduction of artificial disulfide destabilizing en
thalpic effects may negate the favorable contribution [46]. In addition, 
low protein ligation efficiencies and difficulties in circular from linear 
forms of the protein often cause additional technical challenges. It remains to be 
seen whether this technology is robust enough for biotechnological or biomedical 
applications. 

Shortening Solvent-exposed loops Short, solvent-exposed loops are rather fixed 
in the native state, but a comparably number of additional conformations 
become accessible in the unfolded state. while long loops have a large number of 
conformations also available in the native state. Thus, the shortening of loops 
should in principle lead to a relative decrease in the loss of conformational entropy 
upon folding. increasing the loop lengths insertion of glycine resi
dues into the loops of the four-helix bundle protein Rop has indeed resulted in a 
strong and continuous decrease in thermodynamic stability In addition, loop 
shortening can have the effect of abolishing hot spots of local unfolding events and 
may result in kinetic stabilization. Even it has become obvious that loop 
shortening or tying down of loops by external interactions is a common theme in 
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thermostable proteins of thenrtophilic o1rganisms [48, 49}, the strategy is often 
target, as the danger of introducing additional 
and solvent-exposed loops are often important 

hard to realize for a 
strain in the native state is 
with respect to function. 

Reduction of Chain Entropies considering the conformational entropies of 
amino acid side another strategy for decreasing the entropy of the unfolded 
state becomes apparent. Because of the five-membered-ring nature of the 
side it not only restricts the possible conformations of the residue 
but also can adopt only a few conformations itself. It therefore has the lowest con
formational entropy of all amino acids [50]. In contrast, which has no side 
chain, has the conformational entropy. Substitutions of resi-
dues with or the replacement of glycines by other residues should therefore 
reduce the entropy of the unfolded state. 

Positions that allow substitutions with proline are, however, very rare. Because 
is poorly compatible with :z-helices and with the 
of a new proline must not be part of these structure elements. 

At most positions in the native structure, the torsion will be in-
cornpatil)le, and the mutations are thus very much restricted to loop and turn re-

Again, care should be taken not to remove any favorable interactions of the 
replaced amino acid side chain [51]. In order to examine in advance whether the 
respective site is permissive for a substitution with the dihedral angles of 
the site can be checked and should lie in the range of ¢/v; -50 to -80/120 to 180 
or, alternatively, -50 to to -50. 

Similar restrictions apply for the rer)la•:erne11t of glycines with any other residue. 
In many cases this will create steric and such negative structural crowd-
ing effects can outweigh the benefits. 

39.3.2.2 Hydrophobic Core Packing 

Exposed residues are often involved in ligand or substrate binding and 
therefore often play a functional role. In contrast, the residues of a proteins inte
rior mostly a structural role, and the associated hydrophobic effect is 
thought to be the main force of protein folding and thermodynamic 

In known structures the core residues fill almost the entire interior space, pro
vide many favorable van der Waals interactions, and maximize hydrophobic stabili-
zation exclusion of the solvent. In principle, an increase in th<~rnno<jyrrarnic 

of 4-8 kJ moi-l can be achieved for each additional methy•lerte 
Par·ad<:lXi<:ally, the importance of the hydrophobic effect for 

sinnulltar1ectusly limits its applicability for protein Be-
hy•drc•phobilc core is already densely packed in almost all native proteins, 

most here will create over-packing or packing defects, causing an overall 
destabilization rather than an improvement in stability. In even subtle 
changes .of core residues can lead to a rearrangement of external residues and 
thereby alter the functional properties of the [53]. Care should also be 
taken to avoid the introduction of conformational strain by the mutation of core 
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residues, as destabilizing effects from a strained conformation can sometimes 
compensate the energetic gain of an increase in buried hydrophobic volume [54]. 
Improvement of core packing must therefore be based on analyses made from 
high-resolution structural information in combination with sequence comparisons. 
This allows one to specifically look for cavities in the core that indicate imperfect 
packing. If the hydrophobic surface area around the cavity is large, additional van 
der Waals interactions can be provided by the introduction of sterically fitting alkyl 
or aryl groups from hydrophobic side chains, thereby decreasing the size of the 
cavity [55, 56]. 

39.3.2.3 Charge Interactions 

Oppositely charged amino acid residues, if appropriately positioned, have the po
tential to form salt bridges, whereas like-charged residues lead to repulsions. The 
magnitude of the effect of charge-charge interactions on overall protein stability is 
still a matter of discussion [57]. In the case of ionic interactions between side 
chains buried in the hydrophobic core, the high energetic cost of transferring 
charged ions from aqueous solution to the low-dielectric interior of the protein 
also has to be taken into account. If a single charge were buried in a protein, which 
would be extremely rare in a natural protein, the design of an ion pair would be 
very attractive. However, if a hydrophobic pair were to be replaced by an ion pair, 
the resulting energy would have to be higher than the loss of the previous pair plus 
the cost of burying the charge. Nevertheless, the high contribution of buried salt 
bridges to the overall stability of the native protein structure underlines their po
tential for introducing additional stability [58]. The optimal spatial arrangement of 
the interacting side chains and their respective charges is, however, crucial. More
over, buried charged side chains are often not only part of interacting charge pairs 
but also part of complex charge clusters built from many side chains, which are 
able to magnify the effect. 

Similar rules apply for the interactions of charged residues on the protein sur
face. Only the perfect arrangement of charges seems to be able to make up for 
the desolvation penalty that has to be paid upon formation of a salt bridge. The 
effect on thermal stability, however, can be drastic. Increasing the free energy of 
unfolding by the changing of charges includes maximizing the number of salt 
bridges and, equally important, the removal of repulsive interactions [59], which 
are not uncommon in natural proteins. Predictions on a structural basis can be dif
ficult due to the often higher flexibility of side chains on the protein surface, but 
simple models that allow predictions about potential stabilizing and destabilizing 
surface charges can be used [ 60]. The key is to consider not only nearest neighbors 
but also a whole network of charges that have to optimally interact and avoid repul
sions. Because the surface charge distribution can have a huge impact on stability, 
but is defined by many residues at different positions, these residues are also a 
valuable target to be combined with selection techniques as discussed in Section 
39.4. 

A special case. of electrostatic interaction is the "helix dipole." By reducing the 
net partial charges at the helical ends through placement of side-chains, which pro-
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ductively interact with the helix dipole, the helical structure is stabilized f 61J. Intro
duction of negatively residues at the N-terminal end and positively 
charged residues at the C-terminal end leads to this stabilizing effect. The prcJvicied 
stability is, however, marginal (less than 4 kf 

39.3.2.4 Hydrogen Bonding 
There was no initial reason to believe that intrachain hydrogen bonds in the native 
state would be more energetic than those of the unfolded chain to water By in-
cluding terms of entropy of the solvent and additional van der Waals inter-
actions upon polar group however, the positive contribution of hy,drclge:n 
bonding to protein has become accepted 62J. Despite this 
ongoing discussion, hydrogen-bonding patterns are a valuable target for 
the engineering of proteins. Because engineering deals with improving 
folded proteins, the concern has to be how to the existing hydrogen
bonding network in a structural context. The basis for this endeavor is structural 
information of resolution, and the most lucrative goal is to potential 
residues that represent buried but unsatisfied donors of bonds. Site-
directed of a nearby residue to a hydrogen-bonding acceptor 
can cause a stability gain in the range of 2-10 kJ mol--l, depending on the geome
try and other compensating effects [63, 64]. 

A structural context that can provide significant additional stabilization 
by either hydrogen bonds or ionic interactions is the of relatively loose 
structural elements like loop structures or theN- and C-termini, thereby tightening 
"hot spots" of local unfolding [49. 65]. 

39.3.2.5 Disallowed Phi-Psi Angles 
'The stereochemistry of the polypeptide backbone can be defined by the dihedral 
angles ¢ and 1/f, and any individual residue in a structure is defined by a single set 
of ~b, VI values. For conformational of protein structures, the Ramachan-
dran plot representing the dihedral space is an excellent starting [ 66]. 
The¢, If! values of amino acid residues in protein structures usually reside in three 
pn:ferred or "allowed" regions of the Ramachandran called right-handed heli
cal, extended, and left-handed helical. The right-handed and extended conforma-
tions correspond to et.-helix and fJ-strand secondary structures, and the 
vast majority of non-glycine residues lie within these two The left-handed 
region corresponds to structural features at the termini of structure ele-
ments and describes involved in the reversal of the polypeptide chain. 
There is a high preference in this for glycine as the fJ-carbons of 
noJtH!lvcme residues can sterically interact with the polypeptide backbone, result-

in unfavorable energies. In some cases, the substitution of resi-
dues by glycines in the left-handed helical region increases thermodynamic stabil-

to 8 kf mol--l in RNase [67J. Although the strict introduction of glycines 
in such is an point to consider for de novo protein design, it 
does not represent a general rule for stabilizing the native states of proteins. In 
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some cases, the energy penalty for the accommodation of unfavorable strain can be 
offset by lost unfavorable or new favorable local interactions, such as 
bonding or hydrophobic interactions. Some of this kind can there-
fore even lead to destabilization rather than stabilization [ 68]. 

The same rules apply in to the disallowed of the Ramachan-
dran plot. Sterk clashes result in a energetic cost in the folded structure, es-
pecially for residues in all disallowed regions. mutations to 
glycine have been introduced with energy of up to 18 kJ mol- 1 [69]. It has 
been noted, that certain non-glycine residues also have pn)p(;m;itites 
cur in the disallowed - such as Asn and Ala in the type II' turn 
and the energetic cost of their occurrences is often low [70]. Other residues found 
in the disallowed regions are small polar residues that compensate for the en-
ergy cost by making additional hydrogen bonds. Unfavorable conformations often 
occur in very short loops where the rest of the structure may constrain the 
loop and interactions with the solvent may also ofrset the energy costs. 

Conformational analysis by the Ramachandran plot therefore a conve-
nient and fast way to assess possible conformational strain in the structure 
associated with target residues. However, a close inspection of possible 
side chain interactions is required, and the should be extended to 
potential compensating features of the residues to be '"~'"a'""-"· 

39.3.2.6 Local Secondary Structure Propensities 
Effects on the overall stability of a can also be influenced by the respective 
secondary structure propensities of amino acid residues for the :x-helical and [J
sheet conformations. However, these effects are usually marginal. Nevertheless, 
even at the expense of other favorable trends. such as avoiding the exposure of hy
drophobic side chains to the solvent, a given residue is often favored at a certain 
position due to its structure propensity If a particular sec:onda:ry 
structure element does not form efficiently, many interactions between this ele-
ment and other parts of the can be lost. The consequences and 
the influences on folding are, however, hard to at this point. 

39.3.2.7 Exposed Hydrophobic Side Chains 
The removal of hydrophobic side chains increases the 
protein. Such mutations are not likely to affect thermodynamic 
sumably do affect the folding efficiency by the rate of am;;reJ~atilon 
of intermediates. they also do not affect the solubility per se 
amount of native protein that can be dissolved in and seem to act 

intermediates Because of lateral interactions, e.g., between 
partially exposed hydrophobic amino acids can even increase stability. 

It must be kept in mind however, that not only the pathway, but also 
the stabilities of folding intermediates are an important parameter for kinetic sta-
bility, which can be influenced the existence of hydrophobic 
side chains. Moreover, hydrophobic cavities at the protein surface are often in-
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volved in binding functions of the protein, and the removal of these "func
tional hot spots" has to be avoided. Therefore, the hydrophobicity of the protein 
surface must be balanced. 

39.3.2.8 Inter-domain Interactions 

In proteins consisting of more than one domain, additional principles come into 
play. The overall stability not reflects the intrinsic stabilities of the single do
mains but is also influenced by the of the interface of the domains in cases 
where they are interacting with each other. Stabilization of this interface can be 
achieved mainly by increasing and optimizing the hydrophobic surface area of the 
interface. Because hydrophobic side chains at the interface are usually exposed dur
ing and transient opening of the domain interface. a tradeoff between inter
face stability and folding is often observed. Additional dramatic effects 
on stability can be observed in cases where the two domains exhibit very different 
intrinsic stabilities [75 J. In such a scenario, the unfolding of the and the 
loss of function are strongly related to the unfolding of the less stable domain 
[76]. An important aspect of kinetic stabilization can be observed in two-domain 
proteins. where one domain can slow down the unfolding, and therefore the aggre
gation, of the other. Thus. the native state becomes kinetically stabilized in the as
sembly and a stable domain interface reduces the extent of its transient openin~;s 
and, the exposure of hydrophobic patches that would favor aggre-

Alternatively, covalent cross-links disulfide bonds) between the inter-
faces of multimeric proteins can be introduced. For the introduction of 
disulfide bonds between the interfaces of Lactobacillus thymidylate synthase not 
only increases their thermal stability but also leads to reversible thermal unfolding 

39.3.3 

Case Study: Combining Consensus Design and Rational Engineering to 
Yield Antibodies with Favorable Biophysical Properties 

The following example illustrates how consensus approaches, rational design, and 
experimental data can be combined in a synergistic fashion to iteratively optimize 
biophysical properties. 

The smallest form of an antibody able to bind the antigen in the same manner 
as the whole IgG consists of two the variable domain of the heavy chain 
(VH) and the variable domain of the light chain Both domains interact with 
each other via an interfacial region of highly hydrophobic character. In single-chain 
Fv antibody fragments, the two domains are covalently linked by a flexible 
linker region of typically 15-20 amino acids (figure The binding site for 
the antigen usually involves three loop in each of the domains, named 
complementarity-determining regions Antibodies that are based on hu-
man antibody sequences possess great for many medical ei-
ther directly as an fragment or after reconstructing an f78]. Antibody 
fragments can be in a convenient manner in E. thereby providing 
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rapid access to these proteins [79]. there are often drastic differences 
between individual antibodies concerning their expression yield and their stabil-
ities. Ideally, the recombinant antibodies would all favorable biophysical 
properties. 

The point for such recombinant antibodies is a library. One fully syn-
thetic library of this the human combinatorial antibody library (HuCAL), 
was designed based on the consensus concept Based on human 
germ-line sequences, several sequence families were created. Importantly, instead 

av1~ra;gm1g over all possible human antibody sequences, the consensus sequences 
were built for each family in seven consensus frameworks for 
VH (VI-lla, V!-J2. VH3, VH4, VH5, and and seven frameworks for VL 
(V,l, V;.2, V,,3, V,,4, V;), V;_2, and V;3). This diversity is important as the use of 
different frameworks allows a variety of non-CDR contacts to the target, thereby 
greatly the range of targets being recognized. By this strategy, 
each human VH and Yr. subfamily that is frequently used 
sponse is represented one consensus framework. and thus the immune re
sponse is closely mimicked. The consensus was further restricted to the 
framework regions, while the CDRs were diversified in a manner guided struc-
ture. Thereby, functional diversity is maintained in sets of frameworks. 

Instead of fully relying on the statistical output of the consensus building, struc
tural modeling was in order to decrease the risk of disrupting interac
tions between certain amino acid residues that might be in contact with each other 
in the three-dimensional structure. Because many structures of domains 
are available, the modeled struch1res of each framework family could be co1npan:d 
with the respective natural template structures. The models were checked accord
ing to several which have been outlined in the preceding section. At 
this the models were mostly checked for whether the interactions in natural 
antibody domains were correctly recreated. The consensus sequence models were 
inspected for any unfavorable strain in the structures, represented unfavorable 

of the Ramachandran plot or any obvious cavities in the hydrophobic core. 
:vioreover, the sequences were checked for the existence of residues already known 
to be involved in conserved intra-domain interaction patterns such as conserved 
charge clusters and hydrogen-bonding patterns as well as for exposed hy!lroph,o
bic side chains known to decrease expression levels. Nevertheless, differences be
tween the natural subclasses became apparent in the models. 

Empirical results had that certain natural framework types display 
more favorable stabilities and expression levels than others. These differences are 
already existing in the natural human germ-line sequences. The intrinsic 
differences in terms of properties for each subtype were then experi-
mentally in a systematic first on then on scFv 
fragments The experiments confirmed the observed showing that 
VH3 displays the thermodynamic and soluble expression level, 
when expressed as an individual domain, among all VH subtypes. In contrast, 
V1-12, VH4, and VH6 display the least favorable properties in terms of stability, fold

and the tendency to aggregate. For the VL domains, members of the VIC 
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Fig. 39.3. (a} Structure of an antibody Fv 
fragment consisting of the variable heavy chain 
(VH} and the variable light chain (V1 ) . Each 
domain VH and VL is characterized by three 

hydrophobic core regions (upper (green], 
central (yellow), and lower (orange] core} and a 
charge cluster at the base of each domain 
(red). Even though the residues defining these 
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subh'De'S showed higher stabilities and expression than the V; sub-
types, but the behavior was much more overall. In order to trace back 
these differences to the structural level, the model structures of the different sub-
types were compared with each other. Several structural features can be invoked to 
explain the extraordinary stability of V, 13 domains in comparison with the even
numbered Vl·I subtypes. 

First, differences in hydrogen-bonding networks have an influence on the 
thermodynamic stabilities. interactions involving several residues are 
concentrated in a cluster at the base of V11 domains to establish a complex 
interaction network. In V11 3 domains the ionic and hydrogen-bonding interactions 
within this cluster are very well whereas fewer interactions are ob
served at the analogous positions in other subtypes 39.3b ). Corresponding 
to the subclass, different hydrogen-bonding net\vorks are formed in the 
cluster of Vn domains. Some of these networks are less extended and contain a 
smaller number of interactions than in V 11 3. 

Additionally, based on the residues at three different positions in the first fi· 
strand of the V 11 domains, the domains can be classified into four different struc
tural with respect to their conformations in the first framework region 
[80]. Mutations bringing together incompatible residues and thus sub
types have been shown to have a unfavorable effect on the stability 
of the whole scFv [ 81]. 

Also, clear differences can be observed for hydrophobic core of the fam-
ily subtypes. The upper core region of V H 3 is densely packed, whereas cavities can 
be identified in V1.+ VH la, and V11 5 on the basis of structural ali15l1lne:nts 
39.3c). In the lower core, two of the stable domains have an aromatic residue, while 
the others do not. 

a comparison of the Ramachandran plots showed additional non-glycine 
residues with positive rp-angles and residues with higher secondary structure pro· 

regions are conserved within the same germ
line family, these sequence motifs differ 
between different germ-line families. (b) 
Arrangement of the residues defining the 
charge cluster ofVH3 and V,3 domains [13]. 
Importantly, the cluster consists of a 
network of buried and hydrogen bonds 
rather than pairwise interactions between 
individual residues. (c) Furthermore, subtype· 
dependent packing differences occur. As an 
example, the residues defining the upper 
hydrophobic core region of different human Ve~ 
subtypes are shown as structural 
superpositions. Structural alignments are 
shown of V;-:4 (PDB entry lDHV), VH 1 a 
(1 DHA), and VHS (1 DHW) [22), with the most 

stable framework, VH3 (1 DHU) (left panel). 
While the upper core residues of VH3 are 
densely packed, cavities occur for the other 
subtypes. In the least stable subtypes, VH4 and 
VH6, the bulky aromatic residues Phe29 and 
Phe31 are replaced by smaller residues, and 
the created space is only partly filled up by 
compensating residues Trp41 and Val25. The 
toss of the phenyl ring by replacement with 
Gly in VH l a (middle panel) as well as the 
substitution of Leu89 by Ala are not 
compensated for by larger side chains at other 
positions, thereby creating hydrophobic 
cavities. The same is true for position 89 in 
VHS (right panel). Adapted from Ewert et aL 
[13]. 
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pensity at certain positi:on:s for the even-numbered subtypes compared with the 
odd-numbered ones. 

The immediate question was, therefore, whether the results of this structural 
trouble-shooting could be used to favorable properties of v,j3 domains 
onto the less stable and add another step to the of 
antibody sequences while maintaining the structural diversity of the immune sys
tem. Instead of using the stable Vf.13 framework resulting in a loss 
of diversity, some point mutations be enough to correct some of the short
comings of the less stable domains. 

Based on these comparisons, the mutation of six residues in a scFv containing a 
VH6 framework led to an overall increase in thermodynamic stability of 20 kJ 
moJ·I and a fourfold increase in soluble expression [73], indeed bringing 
this framework to the level ofV,J3. The effects of the single mutations on stability 
were almost fully additive, while the effects efficiency (soluble exf>reo;sicm 

were only qualitatively additive. The most dramatic effects on th;:rrnoljy
namic were obtained by mutations removing an unsatisfied H-bond donor 
in the hydrophobic core and introducing at positions with positive ¢
angles. Individually, all mutations, except the one in the hydrophobic core, led to 

increases in soluble expression yield. one mutation that re-
moved a hydrophilic, solvent-exposed residue a replacement with hy-
drophobic valine on the basis of higher structure propensity also 

increased the yield, since valine secures this stretch to be 
in fi-sheet structure. 

In disulfide bond engineering has also been Optimized 
disulfide bonds between VH and V1. indeed significantly increased the 
half-life of an Fv at 37 oc [82]. This strategy was subsequently extended 
to interchain disulfides in framework positions Even more stable 

can be obtained by combining the single-chain Fv approach with the engi
neered disulfide 85]. It should be out, however, that the additional 
inter-domain disulfide significantly reduces the yield of folded when pro
duced in the bacterial and such proteins have to be prepared by in vitro 
refolding. Therefore, the additional disulfides are not ideal for antibody lib:raries; 
instead, frameworks have shown the greatest promise for combining di
versity with stability. 

In summary, the consensus concept provides a convenient tool for proceeding 
vvith steps in sequence space and a probability of accumulating features 
that are favorable for higher In many cases, structural analysis can serve 
as a trouble-shooting tool to identify shortcomings that might have been created by 
the consensus-building process or, as in the case of the antibodies described 
that are inherent to the natural sequence. In addition, serves to rank the poten
tial mutations identified by the consensus approach, keeping the mutational load 
on the target molecule to a minimum. Experimental data are important not only 
to validate these results but also to give important hints for future ap
proacJ·tes. Many entries in the table of experimental stability data linked 
to mutations have come from directed evolution experiments. By combining 
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semi-rational and rational with experimental data, optimization of bio
physical can be achieved in an iterative fashion. This interplay of exper
iment and structural can therefore be an effective way to probe the vast 
sequence space in a systematic manner in order to find the valleys of free energy. 

39.4 

The Selection and Evolution Approach 

39.4.1 

Principles 

The previous section may have led to the that mutations enhancing the 
biophysical properties of proteins can rapidly be identified. In the highlighted case 
of antibody domains, only the wealth of structural data and measure-
ments available allowed predictions with a high of success. Some of 
the empirical data used successfully for structure-based have come, 
paradoxically, from directed evolution experiments Section 39.3.3). 
the rapidly amount of structural data and the better understanding of 
folding mechanisms of proteins, the effects of introduced mutations still cannot 
be with a high degree of accuracy in most cases. The main reason is 

alterations in the primary sequence can lead to profound confor
mational in or quaternary structure; consequently, structural pre
dictions have to be very accurate and must be backed up by empirical data. 

Because rational uses site-directed mutagenesis followed by bio-
physical to the effects of specific amino acid substitutions, it 
becomes very labor-intensive if many mutants have to be checked individually and 
if no additional hints are available. Additionally, as soon as small synergistic effects 
of several mutations need to be checked, the combinatorial explosion rapidly ex
ceeds the sample number that can be handled More importantly, the re
striction to certain target residues automatically excludes alternative solutions to a 
given problem that may not have been obvious by the initial For example, 
affinity improvement of a protein to its partner is often achieved more ef-
ficiently by slight spatial adjustments of residues involved in binding, 
rather than by substitution of these residues. This kind of can 
be caused by mutation of residues whose location in the native structure is further 
away from the actual binding site [86]. To-

it is almost impossible to predict this kind of mutation by rational means. 
When it comes to stability engineering of the associated with 

rational procedures are even intensified. First, because the eneq~etic 
butions of single-site mutations are usually small, the need to 
mutants in which synergistic effects of several mutations are combined is 
more acute. Second, the factors and principles responsible for the overall stability 
of a native protein are still far from being completely understood, and a multitude 
of different forces and interactions contribute to it. A complete analysis will have to 
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consider not only the interaction network of the native but also the effects 
on the denatured state. Additionally, potential aggregation will have to be 
considered. Even simple substitutions like the ones discussed in the previous sec
tions often make contributions to the entropy as well as the enthalpy of the folded 
and unfolded states, including the solvent in either state. Third, because rational 
approaches rely on the current theoretical new principles under-
lying will rarely be uncovered. In any case, rational engineering 
requires a clear definition of the by the investigator in order to find a so-
lution. Ironically. in the fteld of protein the exact definition of the 
flHJul':lll is often the problem itself. 

Thus, to overcome these limitations. an experimental setup is needed that allows 
the creation of a vast number of variants of a given protein and that subsequently 
can identify "superior" molecules that best fulfill a desired property. Nature sam-

the vast sequence space by the strategy of Darwinian evolution, a cyclic itera
tion of randomization and selection. Nature thereby adapts to fulfill a 
function under the environmental conditions. Recent developments in mo
lecular biology have made it possible to mimic Darwinian evolution in a reasonable 
time in vitro. Not has this "evolutionary become the most P01Nerful 
method to date for engineering towards a desired property, but it also pro
vides new insights into the mechanisms and principles that are responsible for this 
property. However, as has been illustrated in the case study on antibodies. such ex
periments can be used not to solve a particular problem but also to gather in
formation about which residues tend to become enriched in particular positions. 
This provides a database for rational engineering. 

Many different selection and evolution have been developed in recent 
years, but all of them have several features in common that reflect the principles of 
Darwinian evolution. The point is the generation of a genetic of 
mutants derived from the sequence of the under examination. 
Several methods exist to create sequence diversity. In error-prone PCR, the error 
rate of polymerases is increased by performing the PCR reaction in the presence 
of deoxynucleotide or in the presence of other metal ions. By using bac
terial mutator strains, which are characterized by deficient DNA systems, 
random mutations are introduced during DNA amplification in the bacterial cell, 
albeit at a lower frequency In DNA shuffling, which mimics the natu
ral process of sexual recombination. genes arc randomly fragmented by nuclease 
di€;estion and reassembled a PCR reaction in which homologous act 
as primers for each other [881 39.4). The staggered extension process [89] 
is another to obtain recombined genes in vitro. Here, the polymerase
catalyzed extension of sequences is extremely abbreviated, and repeated 
cycles of denaturation and extension lead to several template switches -
recombining elements from different genes - before the extension finally 
full-length products. Additionally, techniques are available to focus the diversity to 
certain on the whole gene, such as the use of degenerate primers in PCR 
or the "doping" of a shuffling reaction with primers. Depending on the 
1-'"'u'•:::lll and the sequence under investigation, each of these methods has its 
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Fig. 39.4. Methods to create genetic diversity 
by biochemical means. On the left, error-prone 
PCR (see text) is depicted schematically. Two 
types of mutations are shown: favorable ones 
(open squares) and unfavorable ones (closed 
circles). In successive cycles of PCR, more 
mutations of each are introduced, and usually 
molecules will contain some of either type. 
Thus, the beneficial effect of the favorable 
mutations can be completely obscured by the 
presence of unfavorable ones, if the error rate 
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is too high. Therefore, this method is most 
successful if it is not used at too high an error 
rate. On the right, DNA shuffing according to 
Stemmer [88] is shown. A short DNAse 
digestion breaks up the DNA into small pieces, 
and PC R is used to reassemble the gene. 
Thereby, mutations are "crossed" and genes 
with largely favorable mutations can be 
obtained that can be enriched by selection. 
Nevertheless, successful evolution experiments 
have been carried out with either method. 

advantages and In any case, the generated library should obey two 
major criteria: it must be diverse enough to contain individual sequences with ben
eficial mutations, and it should be of high enough quality to reduce the experimen
tal "noise" as sequences with stop codons or in the subsequent 

expenmt:nt [90]. 
A prerequisite of any selection system is the coupling of the genotype 

gene sequence) and phenotype protein displaying the proper-
ties) of any individual library member. Briefly, this can be done by two str;ategie·s. 
Either the gene and the need to be compartmentalized in cells or artificial 
compartments, such that the phenotype stays connected to the altered 
gene, or the has to be physically coupled to the gene, such that they can be 
isolated as a containing both gene and protein By selecting 
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a Physical coupling 

b Compartmentalization 

Fig. 39.5. Two principal strategies to link 
phenotype and are depicted. The 

genetic must connected in a 
unique way to the protein, which defines the 

phenotype, such that the gene encoding the 
valuable mutation can be selectively amplified. 

A collection of two mutant proteins and 
mutant genes is shown (light gray and dark 

(a} This connection can be realized 
a direct link (e.g., in phage display 

or ribosome as shown on the top. In 
this case, all can freely diffuse in 

the same volume and the selection must filter 
out those proteins with the desired function, 

e.g., by binding to a ligand. (b) Alternatively, 

gene and protein must be in the same 
compartment. In nature, this is realized in 

cells, and microbial cells can be manipulated 
so that each takes up one variant of a mutant 

collection. The key is to identify the improved 
phenotype. This can be done by screening 

(individual assays on cells} or selection (giving 
cells with the desired property of the protein a 

growth advantage). Rather than natural cells, 
water-in-oil emulsions can be used to create 

artificial compartments of small water droplets 
in an oil phase. Usually, the emulsion must be 

broken and the proteins must be selected by 
binding to identify the one with the desired 

phenotype. For details, see text. 

the proteins displaying the desired properties. the linked gene sequence can be in
herited and subsequently. The various selection differ main
ly in the way this physical or compartmentalization is achieved. This will 
be discussed in more detail in the following section. The library must then be 
screened or subjected to selection for a certain function, and a defined selection 
pressure can be applied to direct the selection towards a molecular quantity of 
interest 

It is necessary at this point to discriminate between "screening" and "selection." 
Screening methods examine individual members of a library for a property 

catalytic or For certain properties, is often the 
way to go. The number of mutants to be screened in a reasonable time de

pends on the of the screening method. Despite constant progress in au
tomation and miniaturization, even the best screens to date do not allow 
assessment of more than 106 variants in a reasonable time. Jn contrast, selection 
methods force the library members to compete with each otheL and mem
bers that best fulfill the specified criteria are enriched. the selection is based 
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on the binding of particular variants to an immobilized ligand. Note that the bind-
ing is only a "surrogate of the real property to be The basis for 
a successful enrichment is an efficient counter-selection of variants that do not pos-
sess fulfilling these criteria. during the selection of 
for stability, an efficient counter-selection, in addition to the correct choice 
of the applied selection pressure. is one of the major experimental [91]. 

The basic rule of screening and selection technology describes the importance of 
assigning the correct selection pressure. This has been succinctly phrased: "You 
only get what you screen for!" An analogous statement can be made for selec
tion. Even though the rule sounds plausible. it is often difficult to translate this 
statement into an experimental setup, because an additional complication is intro
duced by the fact that an selection pressure towards just one property is 
impossible to realize. Depending on the selection procedure used, more than one 
molecular property will have an influence on the enrichment process, including, 
for example, affinity or catalytic activity, thermodynamic stability, folding ett1cit~nc:v. 
and toxicity of the respective molecule. The outcome of the selection experiment 
will therefore be a "compromise solution' with respect to the weighting of 
many properties in a given experimental setup. the right selection pres
sure therefore means biasing the selection towards a certain property, rather than 
exclusively altering this property. For these reasons we will discuss the application 
of the various selection technologies with an emphasis on the available selection 
pressures for stability engineering. Some of the described methods and ex;ampl<~s 
will be based on mere screening of library members, but the main focus will be on 
the selection for favorable protein variants. 

Choosing the appropriate selection pressure is one side of the coin. The 
proper of its strength is another important factor. If the selection pres
sure on the system is too low, molecules with the desired properties will be lost in 
the background noise of the experiment - i.e., are not enriched. On the other 
hand, if the selection pressure is too even the best variants might not 
pass the "survival threshold." 

The genes of variants that survive the applied selection pressures are subse-
amplified and subjected to another so-called "round of selection." This ei-

ther can be in the absence of further to simply enrich the 
best members of the initial library (which is or, to completely mimic the 
Darwinian principle, the selected members can be subjected to alternating rounds 
of randomization or recombination before subsequent selection, leading to an 
adaptation of the library from round to round. However. as most of the mutations 
will be non-beneficial, care has to be taken that the mutation rate is low 
to allow successful enrichment of improved members and not to extinguish the 
whole population. We use the terms "combinatorial selection' for a process in the 
absence of such mutations and "evolutionary selection' for a process that includes 
such mutations. 

It has been pointed out that the method of DNA family shuffling is in some re
spects similar to the consensus approach because it combines gene fragments 
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Fig. 39.6. Common systems used for 
selection for enhanced properties. 
In in vitro display technologies (a), the 
proteins are produced by in vitro translation, 
and protein production does not rely on a host 
organism. The displayed proteins are linked to 
RNA either by stabilized ternary complexes 
(ribosome display, upper panel) or by a 

covalent puromycin cross-linker (mRNA 
display. lower panel), thereby establishing the 
genotype-phenotype linkage. (b) In contrast, 
partial in vitro display systems rely on cells to 
produce the displayed protein, but selections 
can be performed in vitro. In phage display 
(upper panel), the protein is displayed on the 
surface of filamentous phages, usually fused to 
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from homologous sources in a random fashion. For mere statistical reasons, the 
probability of replacing a residue with a consensus residue by gene shuffling is 
also higher than replacing it with a non-consensus residue [93]. There is, however, 
a crucial difference: when recombining genes in a random fashion, a selection or 
screening step is needed subsequently to identifY the "fittest" members of the 
resulting collection. Rather than being based on theoretical assumptions, gene
shuffling methods mimic the natural process of evolution by identifying the mem-
bers exhibiting a desired property by explicitly subjecting them to selective pres-
sure for this desired property. In practice, however, even with the largest of 
libraries, a full "re-equihbration" of residues will not take place. In contrast, the 
consensus approach is based on the explicit assumption that the statistical 
ences in a given limited or biased) set of sequences indeed reflect the ener
getic preferences. However, there may be other reasons that certain sequences are 
prominent. 

39.4.2 

Screening and Selection Technologies Available for Improving Biophysical 
Properties 

As described above, any selection technology relies on four major steps: (1) gener-
ation of a genetic (2) establishment of the link between genotype and 
notype upon translation into protein, (3) subsequent screening or selection under 
defined conditions, and ( 4) re-amplification of selected members. Depending on 
how these steps are performed, selection technologies can be subdivided into in 
vitro methods, partial in vitro methods, and in vivo methods. 

While in vivo systems on a host organism to express the protein and to carry 
the genetic information, all in vitro display technologies have in com
mon that the protein production and the selection process are performed entirely 
in vitro. i.e., that the protein is obtained by cell-free translation. In the partial in 
vitro methods. the information is introduced in cells, where protein pro
duction occurs, while the selection process is performed in vitro. All techniques 
differ in the way the physical linkage between the protein and its genetic informa· 
tion is established. The of linking genotype and phenotype are shown in 

39.6. 

the CT domain of the minor coat protein g3p. 
The three domains (Nl, N2, and CT) of the 
minor coat protein g3p are depicted. The 
phage particle also carries the gene encoding 
the displayed protein. In other partial in vitro 
technologies, the proteins are displayed on the 
surface of the expressing host cell itself, which 
are either bacterial cells (bacterial surface 
display) or yeast cells surface display) 
(lower panel) that also the respective 

plasmid DNA. (c) In vivo screening or 
selection systems use the properties of fused 
reporter proteins for screening (upper panel) 
or split proteins for intracellular selection 
(lower panel) in which cellular growth and 
therefore amplification of the genetic material 
occurs only if the two protein halves are 
reconstituted upon interaction of the fused 
library protein with its target. 
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39.4.2.1 In Vitro Display Technologies 
In vitro display technologies started off with the selection ofpeptides [94] and were 
then made efficient to select for functional proteins [95]. A number of 
technologies have been developed, which will be described ribosome dis
play [95, 96], RNA-peptide fusions and water-in-oil emulsions [99, 100]. 
Water-in-oil emulsions constitute artificial compartments, rather than a physical 
link, and thereby create a phenotype-genotype coupling and can also use a selec
tion step for interaction with a target 

In ribosome display, the library, usually in the form of a PCR is 
directly used to produce mRNA by in vitro transcription. This mRNA contains a 
ribosome-binding site for the subsequent translation of the and several 
features that stabilize it degradation. The encoded protein variants are ex-

in a cell-free translation reaction by a stoichiometric number of ribosomes. 
The essential of the translated to their mRNA molecule 
is achieved by the stop codon and stabilizing the ribosomal cmnplexes, 
which prevents the release of the translated protein from the ribosome. In the re
lated method of mRNA-peptide additional steps are used after this stoi
chiometric translation to covalently couple a linker between the end of the mRNA 
and the The ribosome is then removed and the complexes are purified. 
These complexes are then used to bind to an immobilized target. In all these meth-

after the selection process the re-amplification of genetic material can be per-
formed solely by biochemical means, reverse transcriptase to first synthesize 
RNA-DNA hybrids, which are then amplified in a PCR reaction. The 
resulting DNA then serves as a for the production of mRNA used for the 
next round of selection (Figure 

In vitro technologies offer several advantages over in vivo selection sys-
tems. First, much larger library sizes are accessible because the creation of large 
molecular diversity on the level does not pose a great challenge, and diver-
sities up to 1013 are achieved. For in vivo systems, the critical step that limits 
the size of the displayed is the transformation efficiency of the respective 
host organism. Only a small fraction of the initially pool will actually 
enter the and, depending on the host organism, sizes of about 107 

variants in yeast or up to 1011 variants in bacteria can be achieved. In contrast, for 

Fig. 39.7. Selection cycle of ribosome display 
(left panel) and phage display (right panel). 
For ribosome display, all 
performed in vitro, whereas for 
protein translation, 
assembly take place in bacterial host cell. 
Other selection criteria can be applied to the 
protein of interest (see Figure 39.8) before 
selecting for binding to a target, thereby 
int1roduci:ng selection pressures for higher 
stability, It to be guaranteed, however. that 
the selection conditions are not too harsh to 

destroy the linkage of genotype and pheno
type. Importantly, the genetic pool of library 
members in phage display remains constant in 
the course of several selection rounds, whereas 
in ribosome display, the genetic pool 
undergoes continuous modifications during 
the in vitro amplification steps by the limited 
accuracy of the polymerases, resulting in 
a true Darwinian evolution. In addition, this 
pool can deliberately and conveniently be 
altered by introducing additional mutations or 
recombination events such as DNA shuffling. 
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in vitro selection systems such a transformation step is not necessary and the diver
sity of the library is defined by the number of different RNA molecules added to 
the cell-free translation reaction or by the number of functional ribosomes, which-
ever number is smaller. For a library of 10 14

, a 10-mL translation reaction re-
quired. A second advantage is thaL because translation and protein take 
place in vitro, reagents can be added during synthesis, which can either 
promote protein folding or minimize of the displayed (e.g., 
ch;apc:ro:ne:;}, or substances that exert certain selection pressures can be added. In 
vitro translation encompasses an additional advantage: many are not com
patible with in vivo selection systems because the wild type or at least some of the 
mutants are toxic to the host organism, undergo severe degradation, or cannot be 
expressed functionally in the cellular environment. Last but not a 
major results from the amplification process after the selection has been 
performed. Because all enzymes used to convert and amplify the material 
possess an intrinsic error rate. the genetic pool is never constant and is continu-

modified from round to round. even without measures to 
increase the error rate, usually some "evolution" is observed. The error rates can be 
additionally increased by performing error-prone PCR or by recombining favorable 
mutations by means of DNA shuffling as explained in the previous section. 

39.4.2.2 Partial in Vitro Display Technologies 

We define in vitro display technologies as those methods in which host or
gaJnisms are employed to carry and amplify the information and to produce 

from this library, usually encoded on plasmids. The selection 
step, however, is in vitro. Therefore, selection pressures similar to those 
in the in vitro methods can be applied. The array of available techniques includes 
phage display [101], bacterial surface display [102], and surface display on yeast 
[103]. 

Phage is still the most selection and due to its robust-
ness, most of the studies that aim for enhanced properties of proteins 
have utilized this technique. Originally, phage was applied as a method for 
the identification and selection of peptides or proteins binding to a target 

More recently, several developments paved the way for its application as a 
tool for studying folding, and as a result, it is now used for the selection 
of proteins with improved biophysical pr<)pE:rties. 

We will briefly review the main of phage display in its most common 
format. Variants of the protein of interest are fused to the minor coat 
of the filamentous bacteriophage, which consists of three domains \."'"""'Y> 

N2, and that are connected by glycine-rich linkers. The fusion is usn-
encoded on a phagemid vector, expressed in the E. coli host and assembled. 

the other proteins necessary to an intact particle are pro-
the helper The assembled are secreted the cell, which 

does not lyse, and the phages can be collected. While the is displayed on 
the exterior of the phage (typically as an N-terminal fusion to either Nl or 
the gene of interest encoding a member is packed into the phage 
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upon its assembly in the bacterial host. The can then be subjected to the 
selection process. Phages compete with each other for to an immobilized 
target, using the displayed library members for interaction, and can thereby be cap-
tured. Optionally, before capturing, the can be subjected to harsh environ
mental conditions. The captured phages are subsequently amplified by re-infecting 
bacteria, which then phages for a new round of selection 39.7). In 
the ideal case, only that specifically recognize the target would be 
fied. Due to reasons such as nonspecific "sticking" of phages to the surface, the 
ettJcH:nc:y of selection is in practice at most a 1000- to 10 000-fold enrichment over 
nonspecific molecules and can even be very much lower. 

Several aspects are important when phage display is used as a means of evolving 
proteins with improved biophysical The correct folding of the fusion 
protein phage morphogenesis is an important parameter determining the 
frequency of incorporation of correctly folded proteins displayed on the phage. 
Folding intermediates that have a strong aggregation tendency lead to aggregation 
of a particular library member the assembly process, and rather than the 

the wild-type fi:om the phage will be incorporated. 
this inherent selection pressure for the folding efficiency of displayed pro

teins. the enrichment of improved variants is slow [104], and the utility of phage 
display to study and improve folding of a protein was initially not obvious 
[ 1 05]. Combined with a selection for protein functionality, it nevertheless sets the 
basis for selecting proteins according to their folding properties, as will be dis
cussed in Section 39.4.3.2. 

Since the selection procedure is performed in vitro. a large of external 
selection pressures can be applied to the phage and be combined with 
functional selection. If function is omitted as a direct indicator for the native state, 
other criteria that directly correlate with the native state have to be translated into a 
selectable feature. This opens the door to select for proteins, which do not bind a 
ligand, albeit with the caveat that it is not assured that the native state is being se
lected. Such general selection approaches for physical properties take advantage of 
the fact that unfolded are more susceptible to proteolytic than are 
compactly folded ones [106J. One variation on this theme makes use of the modu
lar nature of the protein, thereby linking infectivity to the pro· 

susceptibility of the target protein. This system has been called "Proside" 
stability increase by directed evolution) [107] and will be discussed in Sec

tion 39.4.4.4. 

39.4.2.3 In Vivo Selection Technologies 
In vivo selection technologies such as the yeast two-hybrid system 109] or 
other protein complementation assays [110, 1111 are valuable tools for study-
ing protein-protein interactions in cells. commonly employ reporter 
systems, in which a covalent link between the of interest and another so-
called reporter is established. Cell or a colorimetric reaction is de-
pendent on either a specific protein-protein interaction or the solubility of a critical 
component. The reporter trans duces certain of the host protein, 
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most importantly its native fold and its ability to interact and/or its solubility or its 
resistance to cellular proteases, to a screenable or selectable feature of the fused re
porter protein itself [112]. Examples of reporter proteins are transcription factors 
[108], critical metabolic enzymes [111], or proteins that can easily be assayed [113]. 

Several facts, however, limit the applicability of in vivo systems for stability engi
neering. First, as the viability of the host organism has to be guaranteed, external 
selection pressures cannot easily be applied. Thermophilic organisms represent in 
some cases an interesting alternative, but conditions allowing selections are hard 
to establish. Additionally, the host environment as well as the fused reporter pro
teins possibly perturb the characteristics of the target protein. Furthermore, control 
experiments must ensure that growth is really dependent on the interaction of 
interest and that mutations in the host have not "short-circuited" the selection 
strategy. 

39.4.3 

Selection for Enhanced Biophysical Properties 

As has been explained in the Introduction, desirable biophysical parameters in
clude solubility, stability, and folding efficiency. Even though the various selection 
methods and conditions usually do not improve one of these properties exclusively, 
they are often biased towards one of them. We will therefore discuss different ways 
to exert selection pressure on the system with respect to the property that is likely 
to be changed. 

39.4.3.1 Selection for Solubility 

Solubility, correctly defined as the maximal concentration of the native protein that 
can be kept in solution, is usually not a property to be selected, as most proteins -
with the exception of membrane proteins - are sufficiently soluble. The word 
"solubility" in the context of screening is often inaccurately used to refer to "solu
ble expression yield," and thus it usually mirrors the efficiency of folding in the 
cell. Even though soluble expression yield is not necessarily equivalent to the fold
ing properties and even less to the stability of a protein, a correlation can often be 
observed, and soluble expression yield is comparatively easy to screen for. In some 
cases, a function for a given protein cannot be assigned, or it is difficult and labo
rious to screen for, and then this property becomes especially important. 

The fluorescence yield of bacterial colonies expressing proteins or protein do
mains fused to the green fluorescent protein ( G FP) correlates over a wide range 
with the soluble expression yield of the fused domain [114]. Screening for fluores
cence intensity is a versatile method, and, combined with directed evolution, has 
the potential to select variants of proteins that are less aggregation-prone than their 
progenitors [115, 116]. In a similar setup, reporter proteins can be used as selec
tion markers instead, such as by fusing the protein of interest to chloramphenicol 
acetyltransferase [117]. Assays exploiting protein-protein interactions can also be 
used for this purpose and they have the additional advantage that the fused re
porter sequence can be much smaller and thereby minimize the risk of a perturb-
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ing influence of the reporter itself on the domain of interest [1 To coJtnp•letely 
exclude such perturbing influences, reporter systems might possibly be established 
that do not need any fusion at all and exploit instead the stress response of the ex
pression host cell. As the of proteins often activates particular stress 
response genes by the accumulation of insoluble aggregates, the respective gene 
promoters can be employed to activate reporter genes instead [118]. 

In special cases, reporter systems can also be combined with other selection 
methods to select for folding properties. Many stable proteins contain 
pe.rmissive sites in loops, into which chains of variable length can be 
inserted without loss of function of the host The higher the number of 
residues inserted, the larger the entropic cost of these residues will be. 
Cons<:qtten1tly, the overall stability of the host should decrease. However, 

cost of inserting a folded sequence will be lower than that of an un
folded sequence of the same length. The probability of the host protein reaching 
the native state should thus correlate directly with the ability of the in-
serted sequence to fold into a compact structure. If host with various in-
serted sequences are displayed on phages and if the host allows a selection 
for "foldedness" means of binding to a target, folded sequence insertions are 
enriched. This system has been termed "loop entropy reduction 
lection" jl19]. While attractive in theory, it was found exrleri.mc:nt<dly 
sequences that the hybrid protein soluble are enriched. 

Protein solubility, as used can also be interpreted as a lower of ex-
posed hydrophobic residues, and folded proteins usually display fewer hydrophobic 
residues on their surface than do unfolded proteins. Conversely, the exposure of 
hydrophobic residues is usually a of non-native states. Display technologies 
can thus, for example, use the interaction with hydrophobic surfaces to select 
against more hydrophobic, i.e., less "folded," [120]. 

In summary, protein can reflect in many cases the folding properties of 
proteins and thus be used as a selection criterion. Moreover, soluble expression in 
vivo is often a major requirement for the production and the convenient 
in vitro handling of proteins. In any case, solubility should never be confused with 

stability. Even though both correlate in some cases, the 
gOIICl'ltling principles are often of a different nature. 

39.4.3.2 Selection for Protein Display Rates 

The in vivo folding efficiency of proteins represents an intrinsic selection pressure 
when display. Because correct a for both incor-
poratJ:on into the phage coat and binding to the target, the selection of 

that are able to bind to the target is partly influenced by the folding proper
ties of the displayed molecule. 

However, this docs not automatically imply that the selection is driven towards 
superior As mentioned above, the enrichment factors of pro-
teins with behavior over the poorly folding members are low 
Moreover, even the of a given protein to its target is a very direct 
way to monitor and screen for its proper folding, the selection criterion "tr,lrlincr" 
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is not decoupled from the selection criterion "binding 
factor for one property (folding) is low, the selection is more to be driven to-
wards the other As a selected members will represent a compro-
mise between properties, which only have to be sufficient under the given 
experimental conditions, and the binding affinity to their target. 

By randomizing the residues that build the hydrophobic core of the 
IgG domain of peptostreptococcal protein L, which are not involved in li
gand binding but determine the stability and folding kinetics of this small protein, 
Gu et aL [ 121] could unambiguously demonstrate the utility of display for 
studying the stability and folding of proteins. A more extensive random
ization effort with subsequent characterization of the selected variants 
some important aspects of selection for folding First, it showed that 
kinetics is not the critical parameter for the selection but rather the overall 
of the mutants, a tendency which could be confirmed by more advanced selection 

Section Second, the authors demonstrated the utility of 
selection methods to certain residues that are important for the folding 
mechanism. Third, the selected pools were diverse and the thermodynamic 
stabilities of all variants were lower to the wild type. In fact, most of the 
selected proteins denatured just above room temperature. 

These results illustrate the that any selection be it natural or in the 
test tube continues until the minimum are met, in this 
case, functionality at the selection temperature. Consequently, this suggests that 
additionaL more stringent selection pressures are necessa1y to really accomplish a 
directed evolution for properties. 

39.4.3.3 Selection on the Basis of Cellular Quality Control 

Additional selection pressure can be by the host itself For ex-
the secretory quality-control system of eukaryotic cells discriminates pro

teins according to their folding behavior in an efficient way. This is based on mech
anisms that lead to retention of misfolded proteins in the endoplasmic reticulum 
(ER), followed degradation of these proteins. In yeast, the Golgi can re
route misfolded proteins, which have escaped ER retention, to the vacuole for deg
'"'"'"'uull, thereby an additional quality-control pathway [14]. 
In combination with yeast surface display, these mechanisms can be employed to 
bias functional selections towards enhanced folding efficiency. Several studies have 
shown that the surface display rate of strongly correlates with their ther-
mostability and their soluble secretion efficiency 124]. As an exa:m]Jie, 
making use of elevated temperatures during expression an additional selection 
pressure. T-cell receptor fragments, whose thermostability exceeded 
far the temperatures, could be obtained Even though the low 
transformation efficiency of yeast restricts the accessible libra1y size, one obvious 
ad,tan:ta~~e of the method is the applicability to glycosylated proteins, 
which generally are not amenable to yeast or phage methodolo-

[126]. 
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39.4.4 
Selection for Increased Stability 

39.4.4.1 General Strategies 
The key to all selections for is to introduce a threshold that separates 
the molecule with desired from the starting molecules. If the population 
initially lacks functionality. while a few members are above the selection 
threshold, the selection system can distinguish between these slight energetic dif
ferences. This is the situation if the target protein is initially of very low 
stability and should be brought to "average" properties. 

I( however. the is already of considerable stability, but should be 
to even stability, it can be advantageous to destabilize 

it prior to selection in order to find stabilizing mutations that reconstitute its func-
uon<u:ny. This can be applied to very different kinds 
that mutations are known that destabilize the protein to an extent that will subse-

allow the selection for alternative stabilizing mutations Be-
cause the effects of independent stabilizing mutations are often additive, the delib

introduced destabilizing mutations can be reverted in the context of the 
additional newly selected ones, thereby the molecule far more stable 
than the original one (Figure 39.8b). 

In principle, all reagents and conditions known to destabilize proteins can de
crease the number of library members the folded state and can there
fore be used to exert increasing selection pressure on the system. Increased tem
perature and denaturing agents are obvious methods that are useful for selecting 
proteins of higher thermodynamic The major problem is presented by 
the compatibility of the conditions with the selection method used. 

39.4.4.2 Protein Destabilization 
An example of the stabilization of a unstable domain by using phage dis
play was a selection with the prodomain of the protease subtilisin BPN' 
[127]. At room temperature the prodomain folds into a stable conformation only 
upon binding to subtilisin. By randomizing positions that are not in con
tact with subtilisin and selection on subtilisin. a mutant was selected 
that showed an increase of .0.Gr:nfolding by 25 kJ mol- 1

, from · 8 kJ mol~ 1 to 17 kJ 
1 the fact that the library size was comparatively small. Int:ri§;ttiJngly, 

prc~dominar1t e1nerget1C contribution was mediated by a selected disulfide bond. 
similar strategy had been used to select for fa-

vored /)-turns of the Bl domain of protein G [128]. Based on considerations de
scribed above and on the fact that the replacement of amino acids on the surface 
of would be predicted to have only moderate effects on stability, the au
thors reasoned that such a selection could be successful only for proteins of mar

Most of the substitutions would then lead to a positive free energy of 
folding, and thus the molecule would fail to fold into a functional form at all. In 

selected turn sequences showed clear sequence only if less stable 
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host proteins were used to accept the turn. [n this case, the selected sequences ei-
ther resembled the tum or reflected the statistical preferences of turn se
quences in the databases and stabilized the protein by 12-20 kJ mol- I, cmnpare:d 
to random sequences. Moreover, increased temperature was used as an additional 
selection pressure during the selection. 

As discussed in the previous section, the inability of the wild-type target protein 
to fold is the prerequisite for an efficient selection for func
tionality by additional mutations. The internal disulfide bond of immunoglobulin 
domains significantly contributes to the of antibodies The dramatic 
loss of free energy of folding upon their removal usually renders antibodies non
functionaL By first destabilizing a scFv antibody fragment through of 
cystei11es with other residues in both variable domains separately, a completely di-
sulfide-free antibody was identified after several of functional selection and 
recombination by DNA I One globally mutation was found 
to compensate for the initial loss. This illustrates some important 
features of how several parameters exert influence on different stages of the selec-
tion process. the stabilizing mutation was already selected during the 
first rounds. that the loss of stability was the primary 
problem that had to be overcome. Because the stability gain of this mutation was 

enough to shift the free energy of folding above the required threshold, all 
successive rounds did not affect protein stability but led to a fine-tuning with re
spect to the improvement yield [ 17]. To illustrate the principle of additiv

reintroduction of the disulfide bridge into the selected variant yielded a scFv 
antibody stability and expression [841. 

39.4.4.3 Selections Based on Elevated Temperature 
In vivo selection systems using thermophilic expression hosts have been employed 
for the stabilization of enzymes [1301. However, a rather large set of requirements 
must be met to apply such a selection system. In order to use stability of the 
enzyme at elevated temperatures as the selection criterion, its enzymatic 
must be vital to the thermophilic organism, and the corresponding gene of the 
thermophilic host has to be deleted. Randomized versions of a mesophilic enzyme 
can then be screened by means of metabolic selection. Although the approach is 
very powerful, the utility of these systems is restricted to special cases. 

To evolve enzymes with altered thermal stability, conventional for 
enzymatic activity in vitro after randomization or recombination of the respec-
tive gene and subsequent of the enzyme is still the most used 
method. An activity screen and sensitive to identify slightly impn:lv<:d 
members fi:om a vast pool of mutants is the key feature of this directed evolution 
approach 1131 ]. However, individual screens have to be developed for each 
class Even though limits the explorable sequence space con
siderably compared to selection, mesophilic enzymes such as subtilisin E and 
p-nitrobenzyl esterase [ 133] could be converted into mutants functionally equiva
lent to thermophilic enzymes by only a few rounds of directed evolution. Similar 
to observations discussed before, only very few mutations were necessary to in-
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crease the melting temperatures by more than 14 degrees. An important feature of 
screening compared to selection is that the much smaller library size is partially 
compensated for by directly the quantity of interest: activity 
at elevated temperature. In contrast, most selection systems use a surrogate mea
sure where "false can lead to the phenotype by mechanisms different 
from the ones desired. 

Elevated temperatures not only can be used in but also can be com-
bined with selection technologies. While ribosome display is not an option -
because low temperatures are essential to the ternary complexes of R'JA, 
ribosome, and nascent polypeptide intact and thus ensure the coupling of genotype 
and phenotype has proved to be a very suitable method for harsh 
conditions due to the robustness of the particles. Nevertheless, future 
improvements of in vitro technologies may allow their application under more 
stringent conditions. As of in the case of in vitro technologies, it is vital to 
destabilize the protein first (see Section 39.4.4.2): then, very stability 
improvements can be selected [134j. 

The upper temperature limit for selections using filamentous MI3 phages is ap
proximately 60 'C [135j. Above this temperature. re-infection titers of the 
are severely decreased. presumably due to the irreversible heat denaturation of 

coat proteins. displaying the protein of interest can be incubated up 
to this temperature, and proteins still able to function can be selected. It should be 
noted that the exposure of phages to higher temperature after assembly ex
erts a somewhat different stress on the proteins than in the methods described 
before. While in the previous examples the functionality of the proteins was influ
enced mainly by in vivo folding efficiency and the protein stability during the pan
ning it is the irreversible unfolding reaction at given temperature that 
now becomes an additional parameter. The fraction of unfolded molecules will 
therefore reflect the rate of unfolding and thus kinetic stability. 

39.4.4.4 Selections Based on Destabilizing Agents 

The use of protein destabilizing agents for biasing the selection pressure towards 
is limited to in vitro and partial in vitro display methods. Like temperature, 

the concentrations of denaturing agents can be controlled precisely and can be 
varied from round to round. allowing a gradual increase of stringency. 

Even though are quite resistant to denaturing agents [136j, one should 
be aware of possible problems when selections are based on the chemical 
denaturation of the displayed proteins. However, if chemical denatura-
tion is combined with a selection for binding, high concentrations of denaturant 
can prevent binding to the target, even if the protein is not yet unfolded: as the 
forces governing ligand binding are very similar to those responsible for protein 
stability, both are disturbed by chemical denaturants. because chemical 
denaturation is in fact often reversible, removal or dilution of the denaturant prior 
to ligand binding will often result in refolding on the phage and thus release of 
selection pressure. Moreover, ionic denaturants such as guanidinium chloride 
weaken electrostatic interactions and hydrophobic ones. This might im-
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the selection of mutations that introduce additional ionic interactions on the 

surface [59] and may favor additional hydrophobic interactions, which is 
nec:ess:arily desired. 

is known to be stabilized by disulfide bridges, a strategy similar to 
the one used by Proba et a!. described above may be applicable. To identify 
globally stabilizing mutations, which compensate for the stability loss upon re
moval of disulfide bridges, selection can be performed in the presence of reducing 
agents such as DTT. Thus, the disulfide-forming do not have to be re
moved in advance. However, one should be aware of the fact that some disulfide 

in proteins, once formed, are often hard to reduce, if they are 
buried within the protein core. Thus, it is advantageous to add the reducing agent 
at a time when the protein is not yet folded. eta!. [ 134] stabilized a scFv 
antibody by using ribosome display. In contrast to the display 
method, the of the protein occurs in vitro, which makes the 
polypeptide chain accessible to reagents during its synthesis on the ribosome and 
before folding has taken place. DTT was added during translation of the scFv, and 
its concentration was continuously increased from round to round. When 
ribosome display, the undergoes changes due to mutations occur-
ring PCR, in an iterative of the selected variants to-
wards the stringent conditions. 

39.4.4.5 Selection for Proteolytic Stability 

In each of the examples cited selection for was based on a func
tional selection. only those proteins for which a specific function can 
be assigned could be targeted: in addition, this function has to be screenable or, 
better yet, selectable. It would be highly advantageous to completely 
function from stability in the selection process to extend the range of problems to 
which this can be applied. A more general would thus be an invaluable 
tool for any protein and for stable folds from a pool of 
de novo proteins. For functional selections, an additional problem arises 
from the fact that after a certain stability threshold is reached, allowing enough 
proteins to populate the folded state, the selection is to run towards irnpr<)Vc:d 
binding properties instead. On the other hand, certain mutations might be stabiliz

but might result in slight structural rearrangements that affect functionality in 
ne~2at1ve way. Thus, it will not be to recover these mutations [106]. 

approach that has proved to be powerful for engineering is 
based on the concept that folded are much more resistant to 
proteolysis than are partly folded or unfolded [137]. Several variations on 
this theme have been applied to phage display selections. In principle, it is only 
necessary that the phages displaying proteins, which can be cleaved the pro-
tease. can be separated from the phages protease-resistant 
pr<.JLetu:s. This can be achieved in a way by the displayed 
with an N-terminal tag sequence allowing capture of only with non-cleaved 

[106]. Alternatively, the ability of to re-infect bacteria can be di-
rectly linked to the protease resistance of the of interest [107, 136]. This 
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second alternative takes of the modular structure of the protein domains 
responsible for phage infection. If the displayed domains are inserted between the 
carboxy-terminal domain of and the amino-terminal domains Nl and N2, 
which are required for phage infectivity, proteolytic cleavage of the displayed do
main renders the noninfectious. This was inspired the so-called selec
tively infective phage method (SIP), where it was shown that the g3p domains 
could be interrupted additional domains and even an interacting pair [138]. By 
employing a system derived from the SIP technique, which lacks any wild
type it is assured that infectivity is completely abolished upon proteolytic 
cleavage [107] 39.9). Alternatively. can be engineered to make the 
remaining wild-type g3p itself susceptible to the proteolytic attack [136]. The prin
ciple of protease selection can also be applied to in vitro selection techniques in 
which the displayed protein is accessible [120]. 

Even though proteolysis seems at first glance to be less correlated to the stability 
of proteins than temperature, it is suitable for optimizing packing of the hydropho
bic core [ 139] as well as for optimizing electrostatic interactions on the protein sur
face [59]. One reason for the strength of this approach based on the fact that 
proteolytic cleavage is an irreversible reaction. which is not necessarily the case 
for denaturation by temperature or denaturing agents. Furthermore, protease resis
tance monitors the flexibility of the polypeptide chain rather than denatu
ration. It is therefore capable not only of selecting against completely unfolded 
variants but also of detecting local unfolding events. Because sites of local unfold
ing often initiate the global unfolding process. it can be advantageous to remove 
such sites. Nevertheless, the effective cleavage of flexible parts of the protein re
stricts the method to proteins that do not have extended flexible regions in the 
native state. Furthermore, a selection against the primary recognition sequence of 
the protease is a outcome of such ex1)ertm1onts. 

None of the described methods can stand completely on its own. Many methods 
can easily be combined to increase the stringency of a selection. A combination of 
temperature stress and increasing amounts of denaturing agents may, for example, 
lead to higher flexibility in certain regions of the the 
sensitivity of the subsequent proteolytic attack. Additionally, temperature and the 
concentration of denaturing agents allow a much tighter control of the selection 
pressure than do increasing concentrations of protease and thus open the possibil-
ity of a well-controlled increase of selection stringency. 

39.5 

Conclusions and Perspectives 

Several different approaches are now available for proteins for en
hanced biophysical properties. In many cases, few and specific mutations are suffi
cient to provide proteins of marginal stability with considerably stabilizing fea-
tures. Thus, the challenge for protein engineering is to these positions in 
a given sequence among the vast number of possible and to correctly alter 
them. Each of the applied techniques has its own merits and bottlenecks. Instead 
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infectio'j. 

the ability of phages to re-infect bacteria. The 
protein library is inserted between the(
terminal domain and the N-terminal domain in 
all copies of the g3p protein (cloned into the 
phage genome), which are needed for re
infection of bacterial cells. By proteolytic 
cleavage of the inserted protein, these domains 
are cut off and phage infectivity is lost. In 
alternative approaches, an N-terminal tag 
sequence is fused to the protein of interest 
instead of the N-terminal g3p domains. Upon 
proteolytic cleavage, the tag is lost. In contrast, 
phages presenting proteins that are resistant 
to proteolytic cleavage can subsequently be 
captured on an affinity matrix binding to the 

sequence. In order to further increase the 
selection threshold, the shown selection 
strategies can also be combined. 
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of them off against each other, the future challenge will be to find ways to 
syrrer,gisticrlly use them to improve a molecular property. 

l:iv()iutio.nar:y methods have the advantage of much less biased by theoreti-
cal assumptions or working hypotheses. Additionally, stable in new envi-
ronments may be e.g .. proteins that fulfill a function in non-aqueous 
solutions or high concentrations of detergents. Because the biophysical principles 
in such environments of a different nature, rational has to 
much smaller empirical dataset. While rational approaches are 
more important as more structural and data become nota-
bly also those from selection experiments, the number of variations that are 
potentially able to improve the biophysical of a protein often still ex-
ceeds the accessible number. Moreover. because rational engineer
ing has to rely on the available dataset. mutations that lie off the beaten track will 
rarely be identified. selection experiments often identify the same 

mutations in It is then useful to exploit this information and di-
introduce such mutations. A "rational" can also to recombine 

impo1rta1nt "key" mutations in selected clones and to reduce the effects of selec
tion-neutral drift. Another combination of rational and combinatorial 
methods is the creation of "smart" libraries of variants. Library that is 
based on such structural considerations and will therefore allow more 
accurate of the selection on specific of interest and thereby in-
crease the chances for success. 
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